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The wait is over for the paperback of this irresistible, fast-paced, hit-worthy debut!

When funny, charming, absolutely-normal Audrey Cuttler dumps her boyfriend Evan, he writes a song about
her that becomes a number-one hit?and rockets Audrey to stardom!

Suddenly, tabloid paparazzi are on her tail and Audrey can barely hang with her friends at concerts or the
movies without getting mobbed?let alone score a date with James, her adorable coworker at the Scooper
Dooper. Her life will never be the same?at least, not until Audrey confronts Evan live on MTV and lets the
world know exactly who she is!
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From reader reviews:

Vanesa Thomas:

What do you ponder on book? It is just for students because they're still students or that for all people in the
world, what the best subject for that? Simply you can be answered for that problem above. Every person has
several personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that
they don't want do that. You must know how great along with important the book Audrey, Wait!. All type of
book are you able to see on many options. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Freddie Hoops:

As people who live in the actual modest era should be change about what going on or info even knowledge
to make these people keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of you maybe may
update themselves by examining books. It is a good choice for yourself but the problems coming to anyone is
you don't know which one you should start with. This Audrey, Wait! is our recommendation to help you
keep up with the world. Why, since this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

Joseph Mitchell:

Reading a book for being new life style in this year; every people loves to go through a book. When you go
through a book you can get a large amount of benefit. When you read books, you can improve your
knowledge, due to the fact book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on
what sorts of book that you have read. If you would like get information about your analysis, you can read
education books, but if you act like you want to entertain yourself you can read a fiction books, these us
novel, comics, as well as soon. The Audrey, Wait! will give you new experience in examining a book.

Eliza Gold:

What is your hobby? Have you heard in which question when you got learners? We believe that that question
was given by teacher with their students. Many kinds of hobby, All people has different hobby. And you also
know that little person such as reading or as reading through become their hobby. You need to understand
that reading is very important and book as to be the thing. Book is important thing to increase you
knowledge, except your own personal teacher or lecturer. You get good news or update with regards to
something by book. Different categories of books that can you decide to try be your object. One of them is
Audrey, Wait!.
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